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ABSTRACT: The potential of graphene oxide (GO) in
environmental applications, such as the development of
antimicrobial materials and low-fouling membranes, has thus far
been hindered by an incomplete understanding of bioadhesion
mechanisms on GO interfaces. Using atomic force microscopy
(AFM)-based single-cell force spectroscopy, we investigate the
adhesion of single Pseudomonas fluorescens cells on GO-function-
alized interfaces possessing distinct morphologies. Specifically, we
investigate Si-GO surfaces, in which Langmuir−Blodgett GO
films are transferred to Si wafers by dip-coating, forming an
immobilized layer of horizontally arranged GO nanosheets, and
PLL-GO surfaces, where GO nanosheets, edge-tethered to poly-
L-lysine, form an interface characterized by morphological and
conformational disorder. We observe strong adhesion forces on both Si-GO and PLL-GO surfaces; analysis of the pull-off forces
in terms of the worm-like chain model reveals that adhesion is driven by hydrophobic interactions between proteinaceous
adhesins on P. fluorescens and graphenic basal planes. We further show that adhesion forces are significantly stronger on Si-GO
surfaces that facilitate interactions with graphenic planes, compared to PLL-GO surfaces, which show weaker adhesion due to
steric and electrostatic repulsion. These results therefore demonstrate that the spatial orientation and conformational disorder of
GO nanosheets are key factors governing the interfacial properties of graphene nanomaterials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The significant interest in graphene nanomaterials is motivated
by their unique physical and chemical properties. Graphene is
the thinnest, strongest material ever developed.1 As a 2-D
nanomaterial with metallic properties, it is finding applications
in electronic and photovoltaic devices.2 The high surface area
and photocatalytic-enhancing properties of graphene hold
promise in environmental remediation, adsorption, degradation
of organic contaminants, and the development of water
purification membranes.2,3 Furthermore, graphene and gra-
phene oxide (GO) exhibit wide-spectrum antibacterial
activity,4−9 opening new avenues for the development of
biocidal materials and interfaces, such a low-biofouling
membranes.10,11 Nonetheless, further deployment of gra-
phene-based biocidal materials has been hindered by an
incomplete understanding of the adhesion mechanisms of
bacteria on graphenic interfaces. Previous studies have
attempted to explain the interactions between cells and
individual graphenic sheets in suspension, with contradictory
conclusions documented by different investigators. Li et al.12

and Tu et al.,13 using a combination of microscopy and

simulation, proposed that graphene12,13 and GO sheets13 pierce
lipid bilayers via sheet asperities or edges; a mechanism for
bilayer piercing was provided based on molecular dynamics
simulation, which showed spontaneous piercing of the cell
membrane when graphene and GO sheets translocate
orthogonally to the cell.12,13 On the other hand, AFM-based
force spectroscopy measurements showed that the interactions
of a GO-coated AFM probe with E. coli cell membranes were
predominantly repulsive, possibly due to negatively charged
GO sheet edges, which result in electrostatic repulsive forces as
the nanosheets impinge on the cell membrane edge-first.12,14

These studies suggest that GO sheet spatial orientation plays an
important role in determining the behavior of interfaces
functionalized with GO. The relevance of nanosheet config-
uration is underscored by reports that nanosheet edge-bacteria
contact is a determinant of biocidal activity,9,15 with a recent
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study reporting higher biocidal activity in GO films comprising,
edge-exposed, vertically aligned nanosheets,16 though this view
remains contentious.17−19 Nonetheless, direct, real-time ex-
perimental measurements examining the adhesion forces of
bacteria on GO surfaces and the possible role played by GO
sheet orientation in GO-cell adhesion forces are still lacking. In
this work, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based force
spectroscopy to quantitatively evaluate the interactions of single
P. fluorescens cells, a biofilm forming,20,21 environmentally
relevant bacterium found in soil and drinking water,22,23 with
substrates possessing horizontally oriented or randomly
oriented GO surface coatings. We find strong bacterial
adhesion on GO-functionalized surfaces, driven by hydrophobic
interactions between proteinaceous adhesins and graphenic
basal planes in GO. Further, we demonstrate that P. fluorescens
adhesion is stronger on “flat” GO surface coatings as compared
to randomly oriented surface coatings, demonstrating the
importance of spatial orientation of GO as a design variable in
GO surface coatings.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Preparation of GO and GO Model Surfaces. GO

was prepared following a modification of Hummers’ method, as
explained in the Supporting Information (SI).24 Confocal
Raman spectroscopy, AFM, and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were performed to characterize the GO sheets. The
characteristic D (∼1350 cm−1) and G (∼1590 cm−1) bands25 of
GO were identified in the Raman spectrum (Figure S1(a)). GO
sheets showed an average sheet size (Figure S1(b)) of ∼0.08
μm (SEM images were analyzed with Fiji26) and sheet
thickness (Figure S1(c, d)) of ∼1 nm, in agreement with
previous reports.14 Zeta potential measurements of GO in
aqueous dispersion (Figure S1(e)) showed that the nanosheets
are negatively charged, due to deprotonation of carboxylic acid
groups at the sheet edges.27,28

Two model GO surfaces (i.e., randomly oriented GO sheets
and horizontally oriented GO sheets) were prepared. The first
class (denoted as PLL-GO surfaces) was prepared by covalently
tethering GO sheets to poly-L-lysine (PLL)-coated glass (Poly-
Prep slides, Sigma-Aldrich) via amine coupling chemistry.29

The second class of surfaces (designated Si-GO) was prepared
by transferring a GO Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) film17 to a P-
type silicon (Si) wafer via dip-coating.30 Details on the
preparation of GO surfaces can be found in the SI. GO
immobilized on the PLL-GO and Si-GO surfaces was
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Surface roughness, hydro-
phobicity, and zeta potential were evaluated using AFM, captive
bubble contact angle, and streaming current measurements,
respectively, as described in the SI.
2.2. AFM-Based Single Cell Force Spectroscopy.

Pseudomonas fluorescens ATCC 13525 was used in all single-
cell force spectroscopy (SCFS) experiments. As in other
bacteria of the Pseudomonas genus, P. fluorescens has high
biodhesion and biofilm formation potential, owing to an array
of adhesins,31 including flagella, pili, lipopolysaccharides (LPS),
and outer membrane proteins (OMP) that influence its motility
and adhesiveness.32−35 Single P. fluorescens cells were adhered
to the cantilever using a polydopamine (PDA) wet
adhesive.36,37 Details of the bacterial growth conditions and
preparation of bacterial cell AFM probes are given in our recent
publication38 and summarized in the SI.
An MFP-3D-Bio AFM (Asylum Research) integrated to a

Zeiss Axio Observer A.1 inverted optical microscope was used

for single-cell force measurements at room temperature (25
°C). Extension−retraction cycles were performed at a cantilever
speed of 400 nm/s, force distance of 2 μm (longer force
distances were used whenever long-range interactions were
observed), and trigger force of 600 pN. Force curves were
acquired at randomly chosen sites on the specimen surface;
only three replicate force curves were recorded over each site to
minimize deposition of extracellular polymeric substances. For
each model surface, at least three individual cells (from three
independent cell cultures) were used to collect a total of ≈100
curves. Raw data (i.e., cantilever deflection versus piezo Z
position) were converted into force−separation curves, record-
ing from each pull-off curve the maximum adhesion force (FAd)
and rupture separation (LR) (i.e., the separation at which
surface forces vanish). Cell viability was checked after each
experiment by a live/dead assay (Baclight). Only data collected
with a live cell that remained at its initial location (such as that
shown in Figure S12) are reported and discussed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization of the Surfaces. Raman spectros-

copy maps and AFM topographic images (collected in PBS
buffer, pH 7.4) of the GO surfaces are provided in Figure 1.

The Raman maps (Figure 1(a, b) and Figure S3(a, b)) show
regions of high brightness (proportional to the intensity of the
D and G peaks of GO), albeit with dissimilar spatial
distribution: small (typically <1 μm) regions of high brightness
were observed on the PLL-GO surface (Figure 1(a)), whereas
the Si-GO surface exhibited larger GO domains (≥1 μm),
suggesting the presence of horizontally arranged GO (Figure
1(b)). In control surfaces (GO-free PLL and Si), Raman
intensity is significantly attenuated (Figures S3(c, d)). The
morphological features of Figure 1(a, b) are consistent with the

Figure 1. Surface characterization of PLL-GO (left column) and Si-
GO surfaces (right column). (a, b) Raman spectroscopy maps of PLL-
GO (a) and Si-GO (b) substrates. (c, d) Tapping mode AFM images
of PLL-GO (c) and Si-GO (d) substrates. AFM imaging was
conducted in PBS buffer, pH 7.4.
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AFM images (Figure 1(c, d)), showing that two different spatial
orientations are realized by these surfaces: GO nanosheets in
Si-GO surfaces are stacked horizontally on the Si substrate
(Figure 1(d) and Figure S2(b)), whereas a significantly more
disordered interface is obtained when GO is tethered to flexible
PLL chains (cf. PLL-GO, Figure 1(c) and Figure S2(a)), where
horizontally oriented sheets on the substrate are not observed.
In accord with the morphological features described in Figure
1, the root-mean-square roughness (RRMS, Figure S4(a)) of
PLL-GO (RRMS = 2.78 nm) is higher than that of Si-GO (RRMS
= 1.62 nm, which suggests a GO film 1−2 sheets thick on Si).
Figure S4(a) further shows that the presence of GO increases
the roughness of the unmodified control substrates (note the
lower surface roughness of bare PLL and Si surfaces). The
orientational disorder of GO nanosheets in PLL-GO is partially
due to the roughness of the underlying PLL, and it is also a
consequence of bonding GO to primary amines in PLL, which
allows edge-tethered solvated nanosheets to undergo thermal
agitation. The zeta potential values showed that the four
surfaces were negatively charged, exhibiting similar surface
potentials (−60 to −90 mV) at pH 7.4 (Figure S4(b)).
The wettability of the surfaces, characterized by the contact

angle of captive n-decane droplets in PBS (pH 7.4), is
presented in Figure S5. Low contact angles (i.e., low n-decane
wettability) are observed in all surfaces; H-bonding functional
groups present in PLL (primary amine groups) and PLL-GO
(epoxide, hydroxyl, and carboxylic groups that decorate the GO
sheet edges27,39) explain the poor wettability with n-decane.
The similarity of contact angle values observed in Si and Si-GO
is consistent with the wetting translucency40 of graphene films.
Given its ultrathin-sheet geometry, a significant fraction of the
n-decane-Si van der Waals interactions are transmitted through
the graphenic planes, resulting in wetting behavior that is
relatively unaffected by the graphene coating.41,42

3.2. GO Nanosheet Spatial Orientation and Hydro-
phobicity Are Determining Factors of Bacterial Adhe-
sion. Figure 2(a) presents the mean maximum adhesion force
(⟨FAd⟩, where FAd is defined in the inset) observed on control
and GO surfaces; adhesion force histograms for each system are
given in Figure S6. GO functionalization has a significant effect
on cell adhesion, as shown by the doubling of ⟨FAd⟩ in PLL-GO
compared to PLL substrates and the order-of-magnitude
increase in ⟨FAd⟩ observed in Si-GO surfaces compared to
the Si control. The mean adhesion forces presented in Figure
2(a) increase as Si (−0.01 nN) < PLL (−0.28 nN) < PLL-GO
(−0.57 nN) < Si-GO (−0.78 nN) (p < 0.01 from two-sided
unpaired t-tests); these reflect cell−substrate adhesion forces, as
demonstrated by the significantly weaker forces observed in
control measurements with bacterium-free PDA-coated canti-
levers (Figure S7, p < 0.01 except Si, on which weak adhesions
are observed with and without cell). To explain the results
shown in Figure 2(a), we note that bacterial adhesion is
determined by a variety of cell-surface structures, such as pili
and outer membrane proteins,34,35,43 which, owing to the high
content of hydrophobic amino acids (in e.g., pilin proteins43),
mediate attachment to hydrophobic substrates via hydrophobic
interactions.44,45 At the micro- and nanoscales both PLL-GO
and Si-GO surfaces present hydrophobic regions embedded in
the graphenic planes of the nanosheets,27,46 which are known to
serve as adsorption sites for hydrophobic molecules.27,47−49

Consequently, the significant increase in ⟨FAd⟩ observed over
Si-GO and PLL-GO is ascribed to hydrophobic association of
cell-surface adhesins with hydrophobic domains in GO sheets.

The determining role of hydrophobicity in P. fluorescens
attachment is underscored by the weak adhesion (∼10 pN,
cf. Figure 2(a)) observed on Si substrates, the most hydrophilic
surface investigated in this work (cf. Figure S5). Furthermore,
we observe stronger (p < 0.01) ⟨FAd⟩ over Si-GO than PLL-GO
(−0.78 nN vs −0.57 nN, respectively, cf. Figure 2(a)). The
different adhesiveness demonstrated by PLL-GO and Si-GO is
derived from their respective morphologies. Si-GO surfaces, as
shown in Figure 1(d), exhibit horizontally arranged GO sheets,
whereas GO sheets tethered to PLL form a rougher and more
disordered PLL-GO interface (Figure 1(c) and Figure S4(a)).
The flat GO sheet orientation in Si-GO surfaces therefore
maximizes the surface area of graphenic planes with which cell
biopolymers interact, thereby facilitating bacterial attachment.
Low roughness of Si-GO (Figure S4(a)) may also enable
bacterial attachment, as observed with pyrolytic graphite.15

Conversely, bacteria adhering on PLL-GO face negatively
charged GO sheet edges,28 which weaken bacterial attachment
due to electrostatic repulsive forces.14 In addition, GO sheets
edge-tethered to PLL create a steric barrier against microbial
deposition, akin to that formed by solvated polymers.50−52 As a
bacterium adheres on PLL-GO, GO nanosheets are com-
pressed, the resulting loss of conformational entropy opposing
cell adhesion.50 These data thus demonstrate that nanosheet
spatial arrangement (i.e., flat vs randomly oriented) and
conformational degrees of freedom play key roles in
determining the GO-bacterial cell adhesion forces.
To gain insight into the cell-surface structures mediating

adhesion, we analyzed the rupture distance (LR), defined in

Figure 2. Results of single-cell force spectroscopy. (a) Average
maximum adhesion force (⟨FAd⟩) of P. fluorescens cells on the various
surfaces. A representative pull-off force curve showing the definition of
FAd and LR is shown in the inset of panel (a). (b) Mean rupture
separation (⟨LR⟩, the separation at which adhesion forces vanish). All
experiments were performed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4). The histograms
from which the reported means were computed are given in Figures S6
and S8; p < 0.01 (two-tailed unpaired t-test) for all pairwise
comparisons except when indicated by ∗.
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Figure 2(a) (inset). The values of the mean rupture distance
(⟨LR⟩) are presented in Figure 2(b), and the distributions of LR
appear in Figure S8. Apart from the Si control, over which no
significant adhesion is observed, mean LR values reported by
PLL, PLL-GO, and Si-GO surfaces (1−2 μm) are consistent
with bioadhesion mediated by membrane proteins (contour
length ≈2 μm34,35); a fraction of measurements showing LR > 2
μm (Figure S8 for PLL, PLL-GO, and Si-GO) is likely due to
pili-mediated adhesion, which can extend to several micro-
meters.53,54 Long LR values may also be attributed to stretching
of PLL chains on the glass substrates, as shown by the longer-
ranged forces exhibited by PLL and PLL-GO compared to Si-
GO substrates (Figure 2(b)).
3.3. Proteinaceous Adhesins Mediate P. fluorescens

Attachment to GO-Functionalized Interfaces. In a subset
(∼20%) of the pull-off force−separation profiles recorded on
PLL, PLL-GO, and Si-GO, we observed the sawtooth pattern
(Figure 3(a)) that is associated with force unfolding of protein
domains.44,55 As shown in the inset of Figure 3(a), the peaks
are well fitted by the worm-like chain (WLC) model of polymer
elasticity56,57 which describes the force F necessary to unravel a
random coil as F(x) = kBT/LP[0.25(1 − x/LC)

−2 + x/LC −

0.25], where x is separation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the absolute temperature (298 K), LP is the persistence length
(a measure of polymer rigidity), and LC is the contour length
(the length of the unfolded macromolecule). Quantitative
analysis of the pull-off force curves in terms of the WLC model
yielded values of LP and LC (in fitting the WLC model, we
discarded nonspecific adhesion peaks at short separation, as
well as peaks yielding LP < 0.15 nm, the length of a C−C
bond58). We find that best-fit LP values were narrowly
distributed with means in the 0.23−0.28 nm range (Figure
3(b) and Figure S9), close to the persistence length of proteins
(∼0.4−1 nm34,55,59,60), and observed that the mean peak force
(FUnf, defined in Figure 3(a)) was consistent with the unfolding
force of membrane proteins (∼300 pN, cf. Figure 3(c) and
Figure S10).34,55 The values of LP and FUnf suggest that
adhesion of P. fluorescens is mediated by proteinaceous
hydrophobic adhesins, likely to be membrane proteins that
interact with hydrophobic graphenic planes in GO nanosheets,
and lysyl side chains in PLL. The hydrophobic character of
adhesin proteins is manifested by the absence of the sawtooth
pattern in all force curves recorded over hydrophilic Si
substrates. ΔLC, the difference in contour lengths between
consecutive sawtooth peaks, revealed the length scale of the
unfolded domains. As shown in Figures S11(b, c), ΔLC values
for PLL-GO and Si-GO were distributed around means of 66.4
and 80.6 nm, respectively, which suggest that each sawtooth
peak is due to unfolding of more than one protein domain
(whose repeats are ∼30−40 nm for membrane proteins35 and
∼50−60 nm in pilin proteins53). The broader distribution of
ΔLC observed over PLL (Figure S11(a)) suggests that adhesins
undergo surface-induced unfolding over this substrate.34

In closing, we have demonstrated that the hydrophobic
interactions that drive P. fluorescens adhesion are stronger in
GO interfaces assembled from horizontally arranged nano-
sheets, as compared to edge-tethered GO sheets where
electrostatic and steric repulsion weaken adhesion forces. Our
results emphasize the importance of nanosheet hydrophobicity,
spatial arrangement, and conformational disorder in determin-
ing the interfacial behavior of GO-functionalized substrates,
pointing out possible directions for future inquiry. Reactive
oxygen species (ROS)-mediated cell oxidation6,14 is likely to
modify cell bioadhesion due to breakdown of the outer
membrane. Experiments isolating the competing effect of ROS
pose interesting questions that warrant future investigations.
Further investigations should also aim to elucidate the
mechanism of adhesion of hydrophilic bacteria61 to graphenic
surfaces, perhaps using adhesin-knockout mutants.
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Further information on materials and methods (GO
synthesis and characterization, preparation and character-
ization of PLL-GO and Si-GO surfaces, and functional-
ization of AFM probes with bacterial cells). Results of
GO characterization (Figure S1); AFM imaging, Raman
spectroscopy images, AFM surface roughness, zeta
potential, and contact angle measurements for all
surfaces (Figures S2−S5); histograms of adhesion forces
(Figures S6 and S7), rupture separations (Figure S8),
persistence lengths (Figure S9), unfolding forces (Figure

Figure 3. Signatures of macromolecular unfolding observed over
different model surfaces. (a) Representative force curve exhibiting the
sawtooth pattern characteristic of force-unfolding of macromolecular
domains. Representative fits of the worm-like chain (WLC) model to
the sawtooth patterns are shown in the inset. (b) Mean persistence
length (⟨LP⟩) obtained from WLC model fits to the pull-off force
curve of single P. fluorescens cells. (c) Mean unfolding force (⟨FUnf⟩).
The definition of FUnf is shown in panel (a). The histograms from
which the means in panels (b) and (c) were computed are given in
Figures S9 and S10. N/A for Si indicates that no signatures of
macromolecular unfolding were observed on this substrate.
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S10), contour lengths (Figure S11); and digital image of
bacterial cell AFM probe (Figure S12). (PDF)
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Supporting Materials and Methods 

Synthesis of GO 

Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared via chemical exfoliation of graphite (Bay Carbon, SP-1, 325 

mesh) using a modified Hummers method.1 First, 2.0 g of graphite was placed in 5 mL of 

concentrated sulfuric acid at 80 °C. Next, 2.0 g each of K2S2O8 and P2O5 were added and the 

suspension was allowed to react at 80 °C for 4.5 hours. After reaction, the mixture was transferred 

into 320 mL of ultrapure water (18.2 Mcm, Barnstead, Thermo Fisher) and allowed to settle 

overnight. The mixture was subsequently vacuum filtered using PTFE membranes (0.45 μm, 

Whatman TE 36) and dried overnight at room temperature. Next, the obtained black solid was 

mixed with 80 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid over an ice bath, and 10.0 g of KMnO4 was slowly 

added so that the temperature of the mixture did not exceed 10 °C. The mixture was then slowly 

heated to 35 °C over a period of 2.5 hours. Next, 154 mL of ultrapure water was slowly added, 

preventing the suspension temperature from exceeding 50 °C, and reacted for 2 hours at room 

temperature. Lastly, the mixture was transferred to 480 mL of ultrapure water, and 8.4 mL of 30% 

H2O2 was added, causing the mixture to acquire a yellowish-brown color. The suspension was 

allowed to settle for 2 days, and the precipitate was subsequently recovered by multiple 

centrifugation steps (12,000 × g, 30 min), initially re-suspending the product in 10% HCl to 

remove chemical residues and finishing with resuspension in water until the supernatant reached 

a pH of about 3.5. Finally, the suspended product was purified via dialysis (3.5 kDa membranes, 

Spectrum Labs) for 4 days and lyophilized for 4 days.  

Preparation of PLL-GO Surfaces 

GO sheets were covalently tethered to poly-L-lysine (PLL, MW = 150-300 kDa) immobilized on 

glass surfaces (Poly-Prep slides, Sigma Aldrich) via amine coupling2 mediated by EDC (1-ethyl-

3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride) and NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide), 

following established protocols.2,3 MES buffer (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, 100 mM, 

pH 6.0) was mixed with GO aqueous dispersion (250 g L-1) at a 1:5 volume ratio. Next, EDC (20 

mM) and NHS (50 mM) solutions prepared in 10 mM MES buffer were sequentially mixed with 

the GO suspension. During this step, carboxylic acid groups in GO are converted to amine-reactive 

esters.  The reaction proceeded for 15 min at pH ~5.5. The pH of the suspension was subsequently 

adjusted to ~7.2 before immersing in the suspension a PLL-coated glass coupon. The suspension 

was placed on a shaker table (~30 rpm) for 1 h, after which the coupon was rinsed with ultrapure 

water, and bath-sonicated for ~10 min to remove unbound GO sheets. Prepared PLL-GO coupons 

were stored in ultrapure water at 4 °C until use. 
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Preparation of Si-GO Surfaces 

Si-GO substrates were prepared via dip coating of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) GO films on P-type 

silicon wafers (100 orientation, single side polished, test grade, 500-µm thickness). The bare 

silicon substrate was first soaked in acetone for 15 min, rinsed with copious amounts of ultrapure 

water, and washed with isopropyl alcohol to eliminate water residues. After air drying, the wafer 

was placed in a UV/O3 cleaner for 20 min to eliminate organic residues (ProCleanerTM Plus, 

Bioforce Nanosciences). The cleaned wafer was stored in a nitrogen-purged desiccator before use.  

The LB trough (effective area = 172 cm2) was cleaned with Alconox solution followed by thorough 

rinsing with ultrapure water. Thereafter the trough was filled with a sublayer consisting of HCl 

solution, pH 1.0. The Si wafer was then dipped vertically into the trough well with the upper end 

clamped on the dipper. Surface pressure was monitored using a Wilhelmy plate positioned parallel 

to the Si substrate. A mixture of GO dispersion (2 mg mL-1) and methanol (v/v = 1/5) was added 

to the acidic water sublayer dropwise in 0.5-mL aliquots to a total of 2.5 mL. Five min was allowed 

between aliquot additions. The setup was left overnight for methanol to completely evaporate. 

Finally, the Si substrate was pulled up at a constant speed of 0.03 mm/s with a surface pressure of 

5 mN/m. More information on GO LB film preparation is documented elsewhere.4–6  

Confocal Raman Microscopy 

Confocal Raman Microscopy (Witec Alpha300R) was performed in the study to confirm the two 

characteristic bands of GO materials and GO coverage on the model surfaces. Sample surfaces 

were scanned using a Nikon 100× objective, 532-nm laser excitation and 1800 grooves/mm 

grating.  

The optimal depth for mapping was determined by performing an x-z scan over a 20 × 8 µm2 

(length × depth) cross-section. Next, the x-y Raman map was generated over a 20 × 20 µm2 scan 

area at the determined depth, with a resolution of 1 m. Two spectra were measured per micron. 

The sum of the area under the D and G peaks of GO (found at ~1350 cm-1 and ~1590 cm-1, 

respectively7) was used to generate the signal intensity maps. 

AFM Topography and Surface Roughness 

An MFP-3D-Bio atomic force microscope (Asylum Research) was used to image the surfaces and 

measure their nanoscale roughness using tapping (AC) mode AFM in phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS, pH 7.4). Bruker SNL probes were used (cantilever C, nominal k = 0.24 N/m). Surface images 

were collected at 0.5 Hz over areas of 20 × 20 µm2, 5 × 5 µm2, and 2 × 2 µm2, on each surface 

type. Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness was calculated from three randomly selected spots (0.5 

µm × 0.5 µm) on each surface type.  
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Contact Angle Goniometry 

Contact angle measurements were performed with a Model 200 contact angle goniometer (Ramé- 

Hart) equipped with a fluid cell for captive bubble measurements. n-Decane drops (2 μL) were 

injected into the fluid cell (filled with PBS, pH 7.4) and deposited on the surface using a syringe 

fitted with a J-shaped needle (Type 304 stainless steel, 22 gauge). The left and right contact angles 

were recorded after 60 s from digital images using the DROPImage Standard software (Ramé-

Hart). For each surface, 4 replicate specimens were measured for a total of ~10 deposited droplets. 

Surface Charge (-Potential) 

The ζ-potential of the surfaces was determined from streaming current measurements using an 

electrokinetic analyzer (SurPASS, Anton Paar). Two 10 × 20 mm2 specimen coupons were 

attached to sample holders using double-sided tape; sample holders were subsequently mounted 

in an adjustable gap cell, setting the gap size to  110 m. The streaming current was measured 

by flowing the electrolyte solution (1 mM KCl) through the gap (i.e., parallel to the specimen 

coupons) as the pressure difference was increased to 400 mbar. A linear dependence of the 

streaming current with the pressure difference was observed, in accordance with the Helmholtz-

Smoluchowski equation,8 and the ζ-potential was determined from the slope. Streaming potential 

measurements were performed at pH ~5.5 – 10 adding aliquots of 0.05 M NaOH. Two 

independently prepared samples of each surface type were characterized.  

Bacterial Culture Conditions 

The as-received freeze-dried bacterial culture powder (P. fluorescens ATCC 13525) was used to 

inoculate 6 mL of LB broth (Miller, Sigma-Aldrich). Following incubation for 2 hours at 30 °C, 

agar plates were streaked and incubated at 30 °C overnight to grow bacterial colonies. Bacterial 

suspensions were prepared by transferring a colony with a pipette tip to 50 mL of LB medium. 

The suspension was incubated overnight at 30 °C and 125 RPM shaking speed, and diluted (1:25) 

with fresh LB broth. After further incubation for ~3 hours at 30 °C and 175 RPM, cells were 

harvested in mid-exponential phase (OD600 nm  0.4 – 0.6), centrifuged at 5000 × g for 1 min, and 

re-suspended in PBS, pH 7.4. This step was repeated thrice. All materials and reagents used in cell 

culture were autoclaved before use. 

Sample Preparation and Cantilever Functionalization 

A specimen of sample surface with a dimension of ~1 × 0.5 cm2 was adhered using epoxy (3M 

Quick Set Epoxy Adhesive) to a piranha- and UV/O3-cleaned 35-mm circular glass disc (Asylum 

Research). After a 15-min epoxy curing step, a 20-µL droplet of bacterial suspension was placed 

on the glass disc beside the specimen. The droplet was let to stand for 30 min to permit bacterial 

deposition on the glass surface. Afterward, 4 mL of PBS was used to rinse off excess unattached 

cells, avoiding contact between the specimen surface and the bacterial suspension. The glass disc 
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was mounted in the AFM fluid cell (Fluid Cell Lite, Asylum Research), which was then filled with 

2 mL of PBS buffer (pH 7.4). 

Tipless silicon nitride cantilevers with nominal k = 0.01 N/m (Bruker MLCT-O10 probe “C”) were 

used in force spectroscopy experiments. Cantilevers were cleaned in a UV/O3 chamber for 25 min 

before use. A self-adherent polydopamine (PDA) coating9,10 was deposited on the AFM probe to 

enable attachment of a bacterial cell to the end of the cantilever. PDA deposition was conducted 

for 15 min (65 RPM shaking speed) from a solution containing 4 mg of dopamine hydrochloride 

(Sigma-Aldrich) per milliliter of Trizma buffer (10 mM, BioReagent, Sigma-Aldrich) buffered to 

pH 8.5. Following deposition, the probe was rinsed with ultrapure water and dried in a nitrogen-

purged desiccator for 5 min. Prior to bacterial attachment, the cantilever optical lever sensitivity 

was measured over the bare glass surface, and the spring constant (k) was calibrated using the 

thermal noise method11 (the values of k were within the range specified by the manufacturer). The 

AFM probe was mounted onto the AFM probe holder, and the AFM head was thereafter lowered 

into the fluid cell, allowing ~40 min for the cantilever deflection signal to reach a stable value. To 

prepare a single-cell AFM probe, the PDA-coated cantilever was engaged at a 1 nN loading force 

on a single bacterial cell identified using the 63× objective of the inverted optical microscope 

(Zeiss Axio Observer A.1). After 5 min, the cantilever (functionalized with the bacterial cell) was 

withdrawn. 
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Supporting Results 

 

Figure S1: Characterization of graphene oxide (GO): (a) Raman spectrum; (b) sheet size 

(equivalent radius) distribution; (c) tapping mode AFM image of GO sheets deposited on silicon; 

(d) GO sheet height profile (determined along the red line in panel c); (e) zeta potential of GO in 

aqueous dispersion at a concentration of 250 g mL-1.  
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Figure S2: Surface topography visualized by tapping mode AFM: (a) PLL-GO and (b) Si-GO.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure S3: Raman spectroscopy images of (a) PLL-GO, (b) Si-GO, (c) PLL, and (d) Si surfaces.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure S4: RMS roughness values (a) and ζ-potential as a function of pH (b) for the different 

surfaces. 
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Figure S5: Contact angles obtained through the captive bubble method using n-decane droplets in 

PBS buffer (pH 7.4). 
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Figure S6: Distribution of maximum adhesion forces (FAd) of single P. fluorescens cells on: (a) 

poly-L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); (b) graphene oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL surfaces (PLL-

GO); (c) Si wafers; (d) Langmuir-Blodgett GO films deposited on Si wafers by dip-coating (Si-

GO). The inset shows the histogram average (FAd), standard deviation, and number of 

measurements (n). Measurements were performed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4).  
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Figure S7: Distribution of maximum adhesion forces (FAd) of cell-free polydopamine-coated 

cantilevers on: (a) poly-L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); (b) graphene oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL 

surfaces (PLL-GO); (c) Si wafers; (d) Langmuir-Blodgett GO films deposited on Si wafers by dip-

coating (Si-GO). The inset shows the histogram average (FAd), standard deviation, and number 

of measurements (n). Experiments were performed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4).  
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Figure S8: Distribution of rupture separation (LR: distance from the surface at which adhesion 

forces vanish) for single P. fluorescens cells on: (a) poly-L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); (b) graphene 

oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL surfaces (PLL-GO); (c) Si wafers; (d) Langmuir-Blodgett GO 

films deposited on Si wafers by dip-coating (Si-GO). The inset shows the histogram average (LR), 

standard deviation, and number of measurements (n). Experiments were performed in PBS buffer 

(pH 7.4).  
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Figure S9: Distribution of best-fit persistence length values (LP), obtained from WLC model fits 

to the pull-off force curve of single P. fluorescens cells on: (a) poly-L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); 

(b) graphene oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL surfaces (PLL-GO); (c) Langmuir-Blodgett GO films 

deposited on Si wafers by dip-coating (Si-GO). The inset shows the histogram average (LP), 

standard deviation, and number of measurements (n). Experiments were performed in PBS buffer 

(pH 7.4).  
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Figure S10: Distribution of the unfolding forces (FUnf, the force measured at the sawtooth peak, 

cf. Figure 3(a)), obtained from the pull-off force curve of single P. fluorescens cells on: (a) poly-

L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); (b) graphene oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL surfaces (PLL-GO); (c) 

Langmuir-Blodgett GO films deposited on Si wafers by dip-coating (Si-GO). The inset shows the 

histogram average (FUnf), standard deviation, and number of measurements (n). Experiments 

were performed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4).  
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Figure S11: Distribution of LC (the difference in contour length between two consecutive 

sawtooth peaks), obtained from the pull-off force curve of single P. fluorescens cells on: (a) poly-

L-lysine-coated glass (PLL); (b) graphene oxide (GO)-functionalized PLL surfaces (PLL-GO); (c) 

Langmuir-Blodgett GO films deposited on Si wafers by dip-coating (Si-GO). The inset shows the 

histogram average (LC), standard deviation, and number of measurements (n). Experiments 

were performed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4).  
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Figure S12: Bacterial cell probe imaged after force measurements. The bacterial cell (P. 

fluorescens) was attached to the front edge of a tipless AFM cantilever using polydopamine wet 

adhesive. The observed green fluorescence indicates that the cell remained viable throughout the 

experiment. 
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